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Abstract
The unique nature of ceramics from the Lower Mississippi Valley provides an important
basis for detailed ceramic studies that aid researchers in understanding processes of social
change. These ceramic assemblages, especially those dating to the Protohistoric period, will be
the focus of this research. Ceramic vessels from Coahoma, Lee, and Phillips Counties, will be
used to compile a database of design motifs, in addition to other ceramic characteristics. Using
available radiocarbon dates from these sites, my research will help to better understand the
chronological placement of specific ceramic characteristics. Furthermore, my research will not
only supplement ceramic chronologies, but it will also help better understand processes of social
change and material culture variation.
The result of this research suggests from a stylistic perspective, polychrome vessels may
be arranged chronologically. Furthermore, certain stylistic elements may be designated as early
and late in the Protohistoric period. Protohistoric vessels appear to be associated with Tunican
speakers, and it is likely that the Quapaw adopted some of these motifs as they moved into the
Lower Mississippi Valley. Because the Quapaw are a coalescent society, certain diagnostic
motifs may be used to identify community coalescence.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Protohistoric ceramics from the Lower Mississippi Valley (LMV) have been of
archaeological interest since the early twentieth century when researchers noted unique trends
associated with ceramics from this region (Holmes 1886). The elaborately decorated vessels
include bottles, teapots, bowls, and jars. Within each of these vessel categories are a number of
effigy forms and designs that range from simple additions to the traditional vessel shape, to full
detail effigies in which the shape of the vessel is secondary to the effigy it represents. Some of
these vessels are undecorated, but many, like those on which this research will focus, have been
elaborately painted. Designs on these vessels include red, white, and black pigments in an array
of motifs. Variation can be seen in the execution and utilization of certain designs, both spatially
and temporally. The patterning of motifs is useful for building models of social interaction and
cultural patterns.
Early archaeological studies illustrate the limited geographic range of polychrome painted
ceramics in the LMV (Holmes 1886; Moore 1910, 1911; Morse and Morse 1998), geographic
region stretching from the confluence of the Ohio River, extending south to the Gulf of Mexico.
As archaeologists became more interested in chronology, these decorated vessels were assigned
to in the Protohistoric period (Philips et al. 1951; Morse and Morse 1983).
The Protohistoric period in the Mississippi River Valley began in 1541, when Spanish
explorers in the de Soto entrada entered the region. The peoples described by the de Soto
expedition are representative of the Late Mississippian period. The Mississippian period is
marked by monumental architecture in the form of mounds and agriculture that supported a
chiefly society. Complex ceramic traditions are also a hallmark of this period. Polychrome
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painted vessels first appear in sites associated with the Late Mississippian period (Morse 1973)
and heavily influence later Protohistoric designs.
Ceramic motifs from the Protohistoric period have been largely understudied. The distinct
nature of ceramics from the Protohistoric period provides an important foundation for detailed
ceramic studies. A more comprehensive understanding of stylistic variation will help
archaeologists define social processes. Because many of the vessels are limited to the
Protohistoric period, information pertaining to their distribution may shed light on social
changes.
Purpose or Hypothesis
Stylistic variation may be used to better understand the chronology and social changes that
took place during the Protohistoric period. Investigations into this period are typically limited to
discussions of the Armorel phase (Williams 1980; Mainfort 2006). Williams (1980) separates
what was traditionally considered Late Nodena into its own phase known as Armorel phase.
Armorel phase shares characteristics of Late Nodena in frequency of Bell Plain pottery and
presence of Parkin Punctate. In addition, Williams notes other materials including square shell
buttons, non-repoussé plates, and Spanish trade goods (1980:106). Hoffman (1993) questions the
use of the Armorel phase, arguing that it was useful for the designation of artifact styles, but less
so in terms of population amalgamation or coalescence. McNutt (2008:138) refers to Armorel as
a horizon marker of the Protohistoric, keeping much of Williams’ original designation without
referring to it as a separate phase.
While the concept of Armorel as a phase has been debated, the attributes used to define it
provide an important starting point for understanding the material culture of the Protohistoric
period. Mainfort (2006) utilizes the original Armorel designation to create a timeline of material
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culture. Materials from the period of A.D. 1500 to 1541 include Campbell Appliqué, large
triangular points, and gadrooned bottles. The appearance of de Soto entrada marks the beginning
of the next period (A.D 1541 to 1600) and is marked by the first appearance of snubnosed
endscrapers. In addition, Campbell Appliqué is still present as well as rare instances of Spanish
artifacts. From A.D. 1600 to 1650, a decline of decorative types is accompanied by the presence
of endscrapers, large triangular points, and French artifacts (Mainfort 2006:181). Other artifacts
also act as horizon markers for this post 1600 time period including shell buttons and nonrepoussé copper, although their occurrence is significantly less frequent.
Because the limited breadth of this timeline, it is important to better define other aspects of
the material culture during the Protohistoric period. Stylistic motifs, once identified and
classified, can better define this timeline. Furthermore, a stylistic analysis of Protohistoric
polychrome pottery from Lee and Phillips counties in Arkansas and Coahoma County in
Mississippi can indicate changes in society. To understand this change, the primary step is a
definition of motifs from the Protohistoric period. A review of Protohistoric period ceramic
studies will provide the foundation for this research.
To commence a stylistic analysis, it is important to understand what traits characterize
ceramics from this time period and area. An identification and quantification of styles from each
site will be the first step in this process. From there, similarities and differences can be
pinpointed. With previous research information from each of these sites, it will be possible to
build a timeline to identify which motifs are representative of Protohistoric contexts. If the
dataset represents a Protohistoric association, the frequencies will be similar to previously
identified assemblages. With some certainty, this study will present a larger sample set of motifs
that characterize Protohistoric polychrome painted vessels. There also exists the likelihood that
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some of these vessels come from contexts dating to an earlier period. In the event of earlier
ceramics, this method will be able to describe which motifs have been retained from previous
time periods.
When looking specifically at the Protohistoric period though, it is important to understand
the previously defined chronology. A major limitation of the Protohistoric period is that it is
often used a block of time with little designation in terms of what material represents earlier or
later occupations. Research conducted by Williams (1980) and Mainfort (2006), as discussed
earlier, began to break down the chronology. Unfortunately, much of the data provided in their
studies is limited to specific artifacts, which are relatively uncommon on many sites such as nonrepoussé copper and shell buttons. Polychrome painted vessels, while still limited in their
distribution, represent a dataset with the possibility to expand archaeologist’s knowledge of the
Protohistoric timeline enabling it to encompass more sites. Ceramic motifs, once identified as
Protohistoric, can be utilized to define the chronology.
With the Protohistoric ceramic motifs that have been identified and cataloged, it will then
be possible to refine the chronology. This will begin with an examination of the research and
other materials collected at the sites where these vessels were recovered. In some rare cases,
radiocarbon dates provide a specific timeline for the sites (House 1991). For others, the material
must be used to determine occupational period. Using this information in conjunction with
timelines created by Williams (1980) and Mainfort (1996), each site can then be designated as
Early or Late Protohistoric. When this timeline for sites has been established and combined with
the previously identified motifs, it will be possible to posit which motifs occur during which part
of the Protohistoric period. Some motifs may be too variable to assign a specific time frame. In
this case their presence or absence will be noted. This method will broaden the Protohistoric
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timeline and in doing so, make it possible for archaeologists to classify Protohistoric sites where
painted vessels have been recovered.
Information pertaining to specific material culture, while desirable, is merely the method
by which culture change can be discussed. Material culture has often been used to track ethnicity
in the LMV. Early archaeological publications classify many Protohistoric artifacts into what is
known as the Quapaw phase (Phillips 1970, Morse and Morse 1983). As more work was
conducted, other theories pertaining to the ethnicity of Protohistoric Native Americans
developed. Hoffman (1986) notes the term ‘Quapaw Paradox.’ By looking at linguistic and
archaeological evidence, he determined the Quapaw language is Dhegia Siouan and many
artifacts associated with the Quapaw culture appear in contexts prior to their appearance in the
LMV. Later, Hoffman (1993) articulates that this material culture is more likely related to
Tunican speakers, while the Quapaw moved into the LMV later. Tunican speakers from the
Protohistoric period are distinct from the Tunica identified today in that they represent a larger
group of culturally distinct individuals who are all speak a similar language. House’s (2013)
work on ethnicity finds that the Quapaw of the colonial historic era have only indirect connection
with the traditional Quapaw phase. In light of these studies, the phase has since been renamed the
Menard Complex.
Because of the debate between Tunican and Quapaw, the LMV is a prime location for
refining how the material culture can be used to identify ethnic variability. If these particular
styles are associated with an Early or Late Protohistoric period, it will be possible to propose that
these styles are associated with a particular ethnic group. The motif subject matter can also be
used to decipher if these particular styles are the product of one group or even a coalescent
society.
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Coalescent societies are made up of ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse people
living in one group (Ethridge and Hudson 1998). Coalescence is said to describe many groups of
Native Americans during the Protohistoric period. The structure of their society varies from
groups and even their ancestors. The Quapaw were described as coalescent in contrast to other
historically known groups like the Caddo, which are considered traditionalist (Ethridge and
Hudson 1998:44). Using the timeline developed over the course of this study, certain styles
should either be attributable to certain ethnic groups or to a coalescent society representing
several ethnic identities.
Following similar research by Regnier (2001) in Alabama, whole ceramic vessels are
studied in terms of how they change chronologically, spatially, and stylistically. Using vessel
shape and motifs, Regnier distinguishes three separate groups occupying the Alabama and Black
Warrior River drainages. The intensive study shows that previously defined ceramics phases do
not adequately define ceramic variability for the area. The newly defined ceramic phases also
indicate that social reorganization in the form of coalescence had taken place before the arrival
of Hernando de Soto.
Regnier continues this research (2006a, 2006b) using ceramics to understand the nature
of social composition during the Protohistoric period. More recently, this information became
part of a volume wherein ceramic traditions are discussed as a form of household resistance prior
to the arrival of the Spanish. As society had already coalesced, potters used ceramics as a method
of holding onto their specific traditions, resulting in the varieties of pottery noted in her earlier
study. After the Spanish arrival, potters begin to adopt a tradition of shared motifs including
depictions of the cosmos that would be recognized by all members of the society (Regnier 2014).
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The thesis outlined here shares many aspects with the studies conducted in the Alabama
and Black Warrior River. Data from both projects utilize large collections of whole ceramic
vessels, both areas share a variety of regionally specific ceramic motifs, and both areas were
heavily influenced by some degree of contact with Europeans. Because of these similarities,
many of the research goals and methodology are influenced by Regnier’s work. As the vessel
collections differ from those in the Alabama and Black Warrior River drainages, analysis
methods used in this study had to be adapted to best suit the data provided. Additionally, the
LMV has experienced fewer stylistic analyses as well as differing contact with Europeans. These
angles must also be considered.
The ceramic vessels comprising my research were recovered from Coahoma County,
Mississippi and Lee and Phillips Counties, Arkansas They have been compiled into a database of
vessel shapes and design motifs. The vessel information is constructed from an extensive digital
photographic catalog. The catalog was been compiled by the chair of my committee, Dr. David
H. Dye, and includes sites in all three of the above-mentioned counties. A total of 156 vessels
made up the dataset. These vessels include a collection from the Carnegie Library in Clarksdale,
Mississippi; illustrations depicted by C.B. Moore (1911); as well as other published illustrations
and reports (Brown 1978b; Hathcock 1983, 1988).
Thesis Outline
Chapter two will outline the background and literature review that serve as the backbone
of my thesis. The chapter includes an overview of the Protohistoric period, archaeology in the
LMV, and ceramic stylistic analyses. Additionally, Chapter two will detail the geographic area
and the sites from which the vessels in this research were recovered.
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Chapter three will describe the vessel assemblage in further detail and discuss sorting
criteria. A definition of shapes and decoration used to characterize each vessel will be provided.
Shapes noted and described in this chapter consist of bottles, teapots, jars, and bowls. Vessel
decorations are composed of color, motif, and effigy. Shape and decoration are the variables by
which the entire collection has been sorted. Chapter three will describe how these variables will
be compared among the sites. Finally the methods chapter will conclude with a description of the
Coefficient of Dice, which will be used to understand how motifs at one site directly compare to
motifs at each of the other sites.
Chapter four will outline of the research results. The chapter begins with a description of
the time periods associated with each of the sites based on material or radiocarbon dates.
Following this, each of the variables discussed in chapter three will be explored, including how
they vary from one site to another. The Coefficient of Dice will also be utilized to determine
which of the sites have the strongest correlation in terms of motifs.
Chapter five is the discussion. It will begin with a chronology of polychrome painted
ceramics and preliminary timeline of stylistic motifs. The chronology is followed by a
consideration of the ethnicity of potters and community coalescence, as well as how these topics
relate back to the results in Chapter four. The discussion is relevant in terms of how ceramic
motifs can be used to identify social change. The chapter will also include a brief examination of
ceramic variation and phases.
Chapter six summarizes the results from Chapter four as well as the discussion from
Chapter five. In addition, this chapter will demonstrate how the results and conclusions relate to
the goals outlined earlier in this chapter. Topics for future analysis will also be presented. The
chapter closes with a brief summary of the findings.
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Chapter 2
Background and Setting
The LMV and ceramic studies as a whole represent a vast archaeological background.
The information discussed below includes research and literature related specifically to this study
and is by no means exhaustive. This chapter begins with the Protohistoric period to set the
temporal framework and is followed by an overview of archaeological studies in the LMV. The
next section discusses ceramic stylistic studies, both in the LMV and outside the study area. The
chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the sites, which provide the framework of the
database discussed in Chapter three.
Protohistoric period
The beginning of the Protohistoric period varies geographically, but is generally
considered to be the liminal period between what archaeologists consider Prehistoric and
Historic. In the LMV, the Protohistoric period begins when Hernando de Soto entered the area in
1541 (Clayton et al. 1993). By this time, the expedition had been underway for two years and
had passed through a number of regions in the Southeast before reaching the Mississippi River.
Once they crossed the river, the expedition interacted with several Mississippian chiefdoms. One
such group was the people of Casqui, whose main center was near the modern town of Parkin.
The people encountered by the de Soto’s entrada in the Mississippi Valley were moundbuilding, chiefdom level, agricultural societies typical of the Late Mississippian period. The
chronicles of the de Soto entrada became the first written record of the LMV and provide
important insight into Native American culture at the end of the Mississippian period as it
transitioned into the Protohistoric period.

Though the entrada continued for a short time after de Soto’s death in 1542, the Spanish
did not remain long in the LMV. In fact, the area remained absent of outside contact for over 100
years before French missionaries and explorers entered the area. In 1674, Father Marquette and
Louis Jolliet travelled south down the Mississippi River as far as the Arkansas River and
described settlements that differed greatly from those in the de Soto chronicles. The LMV was
explored further in 1682, as the La Salle expedition sought to claim the area for France. By this
time, many of the peoples written about in the de Soto chronicles appear to have vanished or had
simply moved inland from the river where they remained relatively unseen to those traversing
the Mississippi River (Hudson 1997:423). Between the expeditions of the Spanish and the arrival
of the French, the LMV experienced a large-scale depopulation, the source of which is still
subject to debate.
Disease introduced by the Spanish explorers was long suggested as the cause of this
population decline. Morse and Morse (1990) estimate that Spanish explorers visited
approximately three-fourths of Indian polities in present day Arkansas. The implication of a vast
population coming in contact with the de Soto entrada would support the idea that disease
contributed to depopulation of Native Americans in the area. It has been estimated the
populations in Arkansas fell from 75,000 in 1541 to 15,000 in 1673 (Morse 1989). Closer
examination of the chronicles from de Soto’s travels indicates drought also played a significant
role in possible population decline (Fisher-Carroll 2001). On the other hand, Hoffman (1993)
argues that while the drought was a factor, hostility among groups also played a role.
No matter which factor or combination of factors caused population decline, many of the
groups could no longer support the social structure that perpetuated Late Mississippian period
chiefdoms. While some groups disappeared entirely, others adapted their structure by merging
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with other sparsely populated groups to create a coalescent society. Coalescent societies are
comprised of socially, culturally, or linguistically distinct groups, which have merged together to
form one larger group. Many Protohistoric and later Historic Native American groups are
considered coalescent (Ethridge and Hudson 1998).
Despite a dramatic change in demographics and social structure, little is known about
what has been referred to as the ‘Protohistoric Dark Ages’, or the time between the departure of
the Spanish in 1543 and the arrival of the French in 1673 (Jeter 2009). The absence of written
records during these years opens up new avenues of research, including studies of material
culture like those proposed in Chapter one. As ceramics are particularly abundant in this time
period and region, this data is poised to answer questions about societal change. But to better
interpret the material record, it is important to understand the history of the region as well as
other stylistic analyses.
Mississippi Valley Archaeological Studies
Archaeological studies in the Mississippi Valley were first undertaken over a century
ago. The works that comprise the background of this research include areas north and south of
the project area. Additionally, some investigations focus on material culture aside from ceramic
assemblages. Because of the diversity in research and theoretical perspectives, the background
information is presented chronologically.
Interest in ceramics in the Mississippi Valley can be traced back to the earliest days of
formal archaeological studies. Holmes (1886) is the first to recognize this area as distinctive and
coins the term “Mississippian” to describe the ceramics. Holmes' contribution to archaeology,
and particularly Mississippian archaeology, is an analysis of artifacts over vast areas of the
eastern United States with detailed descriptions of how artifacts are patterned. His main medium
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of analysis, like most archaeologists of the time, was ceramic material, as it was the most
abundant artifact available. Unlike his contemporaries discussed below, Holmes makes early
interpretations about some of the vessels. Citing the works of early ethnographers, he suggested
that the designs used on ceramics were of significance to the people and likely derived from
belief systems and mythology (Holmes 1886:372).
Just before the turn of the century, the Bureau of Ethnology produced a volume on
mound explorations dated 1890–91 (Thomas 1894). Cyrus Thomas conducted the research in the
LMV. Thomas includes descriptions of a number of archaeological sites, as well as sketches and
information about artifact recovery. The number of sites described is limited, but includes the
Old Town site, which will be discussed later in this chapter. Thomas’ information is primarily
explanatory, with little interpretation.
Operating under a similar descriptive paradigm as Thomas, Clarence B. Moore was an
amateur archeologist who funded and oversaw the exploration and excavation of numerous sites
in the Mississippi Valley and southeastern United States. Moore’s published works detail his
excavations and the recovered materials (Moore 1910, 1911; Morse and Morse 1998). Like
Thomas, Moore made little attempt to interpret the artifacts he described. Although lacking in
interpretation, these volumes do include highly detailed illustrations of many artifacts.
Documentation of ceramic vessels from his research in Arkansas provides several of the
examples used for this research, particularly from the Kent and Avenue sites (Moore 1911). The
vessels will be discussed later in this chapter.
After Moore’s research, the Mississippi Valley saw varying degrees of scholarly work
until the massive under taking of the Lower Mississippi Survey (LMS) (Phillips et al. 1951). The
LMS undertook research in the area from the mouth of the Ohio River to the Gulf of Mexico.
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Prior to their research, this area was referred to as ‘blind spot’ in the world of southeastern
archaeology because the nature of work thus far had failed to identify any pre-Mississippian
culture. The work of the LMS in creating ceramic typologies remains one of the standards for
archaeological studies in the LMV (Phillips 1970).
The LMS continued to work in the area throughout the 1970s. Research volumes
produced during this time studied collections, surveyed previously recorded sites, and
investigated undocumented sites (Brown 1978a, 1978b, 1978c). Some of the photographs from
these collections in Coahoma County were used in the initial analysis for this research. Due to
poor photo quality, some photos were unable to be used. Still others have been re-photographed
and are included in this dataset (See Appendix – Ceramic Table).
The next decade saw research conducted by Morse and Morse (1983) in the area they
describe as the Central Mississippi Valley. In their volume, the Central Mississippi Valley
includes the northern portion of the LMV, with a southern boundary at the Arkansas River. The
Morses provide a comprehensive archaeological view by examining more than just ceramic
material of the region. This broad view of the Mississippi Valley continued with the
compellations by McNutt (1996) and O’Brien and Dunnell (1998), while other volumes focus on
certain regions (Mainfort and Jeter 1999) or time periods (Dye and Cox 1990, Ethridge and
Shuck-Hall 1999).
Many studies take a broad view of the LMV but other research examines specific aspects
of culture. In this vein, archaeologists took more interest in Protohistoric sites and assemblages
traditionally classified as the Quapaw phase. Dellinger and Dickinson (1940) first identified the
connection between the Protohistoric material culture and the Quapaw people, but the Quapaw
phase was defined by Phillips (1970) and later the Morses (1983). This phase was identified by
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the presence of Old Town Red and Carson Red on Buff ceramics, Spanish trade goods, and
Nodena points. Hoffman (1986) disputes the Quapaw phase as a representation of the historically
known Quapaw tribe using linguistic and material evidence. Continued work by Jeter (2002),
Hoffman (1992, 1993), and House (2013) shows that the Quapaw were a late addition to the
LMV dating to a period after the artifacts commonly attributed to the Quapaw phase.
Subsequently this phase came to be known as the Menard Complex.
Located further up the Arkansas River, the Carden’s Bottom area provides the basis of an
extensive ceramic vessel study conducted by Clancy (1985). Because the collection is comprised
of non-site provenienced material, the work is highly descriptive, focusing on vessel details as
well as information from local collectors. Work with the Carden’s Bottom collection shows that
there can be significant data opportunities, even in the absence of locational provenience.
Additionally, Clancy notes the recovery of a Clarksdale bell, and other Spanish trade goods
indicating its Protohistoric association.
Finally, Mainfort’s publications offer insights into recent ceramic studies. His research
includes studies of rim attributes (Mainfort 2003) and testing the validity of late period phases
based on statistical analysis (Mainfort 1999, 2005). Later, Mainfort uses data originally compiled
by Williams (1980) to discuss which artifacts correspond to which date. This timeline provides a
breakdown of the shifts in material culture that take place during the Protohistoric period
(Mainfort 2006). Though not solely a ceramic investigation, this data provides an important
groundwork for current ceramic and Protohistoric studies.
Despite an abundance of data present in the LMV, few comprehensive studies of stylistic
elements have been conducted. To broaden the corpus of data, research from other regions was
also utilized and will be discussed below.
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Stylistic Analysis
Before examining regional stylistic analyses, it is important to look at style as an
overarching theme. Knight’s numerous published works tackle issues related to ceremony and
iconography, particularly at Moundville. His recent work (Knight 2012) focuses on the subjects
of style and iconography in prehistory, particularly how they can be interpreted and used
effectively. Some of these concepts were drawn upon over the course of this thesis research.
What is style? The term style is important in order to outline the meaning of stylistic
analysis. In the terms of this research, style is defined as “cultural models governing the form of
all things artificial” (Knight 2012:22). Stylistic and iconographic analyses can often be
misunderstood as interchangeable. While style is interested in form, iconography is interested
subject matter. Both are separate forms of analysis, but in order to use one, it is essential to have
an understanding of the other. For example, stylistic analysis can identify important similarities
and differences that provide a foundation for iconographic analysis (Knight 2012). That being
said, this stylistic analysis will invariably touch on iconography, just as many of the studies used
in this background research also utilize iconography.
Lankford has published extensively on symbolism and the ethnographic record as it
relates not only to artifacts, but also to folklore and mythology (Lankford 2008). Studies in
ceramics (Lankford 1975, 2004; Lankford and Dye 2014) suggest the meaning of commonly
used symbols, some of which like conehead effigies appear on vessels used in this study. These
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter three.
Ceramic Studies Outside the LMV
To better understand stylistic analysis on ceramics, studies were examined in which this
type of analysis was utilized on varying datasets. This meant looking at research both within and
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outside of the LMV. Just to the south and east, investigations examining stylistic attributes have
been conducted to better understand how people interacted during the Late Mississippian and
Protohistoric periods.
The Black Warrior River drainage has hosted a number of ceramic stylistic analyses,
many of which are centered on the large multi-mound complex at Moundville, Alabama. The
extensive research conducted by Steponaitis (1983) provides a foundation for whole ceramic
vessel studies both within and around the Moundville area. Steponaitis’ definitions of vessels and
their attributes were used to describe vessels in this dataset.
Studies conducted on materials from Moundville include a corpus of research into
engraved styles. Lacefield (1995) analyzes engraved ceramic vessels and sherds in order to
identify themes and to build a database to be utilized for comparison to other Mississippian sites.
Taft (1996) examines function of vessels during the Moundville II and Moundville III phases and
how they compare to two hypothesized contexts. Gillies (1998) uses representational art on
Hemphill engraved ceramics to determine if and how other regions influenced these art styles.
Schatte (1997) uses style in a study of the winged serpent effigy.
Expanding out from the Black Warrior River to also encompass the Alabama River,
Regnier (2001, 2006a, 2006b, 2014) examines whole ceramic burial urns, stylistic motifs, and
community coalescence. The initial work (Regnier 2001) involves a catalog of ceramic vessel
shapes and design motifs of burial urns in the Alabama and Black Warrior River drainages.
Previous archaeological work considered the area to be comprised of two differing culture
groups, but Regnier’s study shows this division inadequately outlines the variability. Instead it
was suggested that this area represents a coalescent society of three culture groups, which
explains the ceramic variability. Regnier continued work in the area, focusing on ceramic
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stylistic attributes and how individual cultural identity is still represented in a coalescent society
(2006a, 2006b). Her study further examines how statistical analyses can be used to identify
coalescence in the archaeological record (Regnier 2014).
Sites and Artifact Locations
The vessels in this research are identified by site number, but in most cases their
placement within the site remains unknown. In a few instances, such as Avenue (3PH3) and Kent
(3LE8), specific vessels are described from their particular context (Moore 1911:401-410). And
in a handful of cases, the site remains unknown and only the county was used. The lack of intrasite provenience should not obstruct the important and useful archaeological information these
artifacts still possess. A study of the Carden’s Bottom collection by Clancy (1985) provided
some degree of documentation of non provenienced ceramic vessels. In addition Clancy’s study
shows that the lack of locational provenience for artifacts does not strip them of their
importance; it simply calls for the researcher to adjust their questions in order to afford the data
meaning.
Coahoma County, Mississippi. Coahoma County is located in the northwestern portion
of Mississippi (Figure 1). Phillips County, Arkansas and the Mississippi River form the
northwestern border of the county. The Coahoma County vessels make up just over half the
overall recovery (55%) with a total of 83 vessels.
Vessels from this county all originate from Humber-McWilliams (22CO601). This site
was first recognized in 1929 when the construction of a levee destroyed a portion of the site. The
first professional excavations took place in the 1970s (Tesar and Fincher 1974; Tesar 1976),
following decades of extensive looting. The site is expansive and described as a large village and
cemetery complex. Further publications consider it likely that Humber-McWilliams was
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occupied during the sixteenth century based on material recovery (Brain et al. 1974). In 1975, it
was nominated for the National Register of Historic Places.
According to Phillips’ (1970) classificatory scheme, Humber-McWilliams belongs to the
Parchman phase in north-western Mississippi. Connaway (1984) describes vessels at the nearby
Willsford site (22CO516), also in Coahoma County, as similar to those described in this
research. Brain (1988) groups the Willlsford site with other Coahoma County sites including
Bramlett (22CO551), Carson Mounds group (22CO505/518), and Parchman (22CO511). On the
other hand, Brown (2008) is less inclined to group these sites together, particularly when looking
at ceramic designs as they approach the Late Mississippian to Protohistoric periods. This
discussion of ceramic phases will be continued in Chapter five.
Lee County, Arkansas. Lee County is the northernmost of the three counties, and its
southern border is also the northern border of Phillips County (Figure 1). Seven sites from this
county contained polychrome vessels and include: Soudan (3LE5), Kent/Lipsky (3LE8),
Davis/Sherman (3LE9), Clay Hill (3LE11), Grant (3LE15), Starkley/Whitehall (3LE17), and
Noel Carnes/Hudnall (3LE29). A total of 47 vessels from these sites, as well as three vessels
from unknown Lee County sites, were incorporated into the dataset. With a total of 50 vessels,
this county makes up just fewer than 30% of the database.
The seven Lee County sites are traditionally categorized under the Kent phase (Phillips
1970; Morse and Morse 1983), which is considered Late Mississippian to Protohistoric period,
concurrent with Walls phase to the north and the Old Town phase to the south. Little was known
about Kent phase sites prior to the research conducted by House (1991, 1993, 1996). Excavations
at Clay Hill and Kent indicate that while populations may have been dense, they were short
lived. Material evidence suggests that large populations were absent from the region after A.D.
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1600. House’s research provided radiocarbon dates as well as information on settlement patterns
that allowed the Kent phase to be further subdivided into Kent I (1350-1450), Kent II (14501550), and Kent III (1550-1650).
The accuracy of Late Mississippian period phases was tested later by Mainfort (1999) use
multivariate analysis. According to this analysis, Clay Hill, Davis, Kent, and Starkley, typically
referred to as Kent phase sites, represent a distinct subcluster (1999:156). Further phase testing
using a K-means analysis showed similar results, with Clay Hill, Davis, Kent, and Starkley
representing a distinct cluster (Mainfort 2005). One of the characteristics of the Kent phase
cluster particularly relevant to this study is the high frequency of Old Town Red ceramics on
these sites.
Lee County is an area of interest for archaeologists conducting studies on ethnicity of
Native American populations. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Hoffman (1986, 1993) argues
that ceramics indicate the Quapaw were a very late addition to the Arkansas River area, which at
the time was occupied by Tunican speakers. Jeter (2002) also supports the late addition of the
Quapaw and other Dhegian speaking people, though he presents a series of scenarios in which
ethnic identity may be identified. Some scenarios are more substantial, but none are fully tested
within the scope of that research. The discussion of ethnicity as it relates to this research in
particular will be addressed further in Chapter five.
Phillips County, Arkansas. Phillips County lies directly between the two previously
discussed counties (Figure 1). The ceramic vessels from this county are from Avenue (3PH3),
Old Town (3PH20), and Horner (3PH38). Phillips County accounts for approximately 15% of
the total database giving it a grand total of 23 whole vessels.
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Figure 1. Map of the study area and sites used in thesis research. 1) Davis, 2) Clay Hill, 3) Kent. 4) Soudan, 5) Grant, 6)
Starkley, 7) Noel Carnes, 8) Horner, 9) Old Town, 10) Avenue, and 11) Humber-McWilliams.

Thomas (1894) first described the Old Town site as the Old Town Works, which lies
between the Old Town Lake and the Mississippi River. Interestingly, Thomas describes burials
on the site, which appear to be “intrusive burials of modern Indians” (Thomas 1894:235). Some
whole vessels appear to be associated with these burials. This site later became the ‘type’ for the
Old Town phase (Phillips 1970). Moore (1911:401-402) first described the Avenue site. Avenue
vessels used for my research are both depicted in his work (1911: Plate xxx, xxxi). Moore goes
on to further discuss burials excavated in two ridges a quarter mile south of the mound.
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The Old Town phase is typically discussed concurrently with the Kent phase mentioned
above (Phillips 1970; Morse and Morse 1983). Information about the Old Town phase is limited,
as only a few sites are classified into this phase. Essentially the Old Town phase marks the
southern boundary of the Kent phase; the only material demarcation between those phases is the
percentage of Bell Plain ceramics recovered (McNutt 2008).
For the sake of brevity, this background focused on research directly related to the
research questions outlined in Chapter one. The following chapter discusses the artifacts and data
that comprise the assemblage as well as the methods used to conduct the research.
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Chapter 3
Assemblage Description and Methods
The data comprising this thesis consists of photographs of vessels taken and obtained by
my committee chair, Dr. David H. Dye. Photographs were obtained from museum collections as
well as previous research (Moore 1911; Brown 1978b; Hathcock 1983, 1988). All photographs
were taken in color and with scale if available. The transparencies were then transferred to digital
format. The digital files were sorted and arranged by site number where the site was known. The
vessels with unknown site numbers were simply designated according to the county from which
they originated.
The digital files were given a unique catalog number consisting of the site number,
collection number, and photograph number. The photographic collections consist primarily of
whole vessels. In few cases, other artifacts associated with the site are also included. Artifacts
were entered into a database using Microsoft Excel. Specimens used in this research were chosen
and sorted according to criteria listed below. Following the sorting criteria will be a brief
discussion of how the assemblage was arranged.
Sorting Criteria
Samples from each collection were chosen first by type. Non-ceramic artifacts,
undecorated ceramics, and unpainted vessels were all sorted separately from the polychrome
painted examples. The majority of the research questions focus on painted motifs. These motifs
are present on whole, nearly whole, or reconstructed vessels. For the purposes of this study, 156
specimens were examined. The artifacts were categorized by vessel shape, vessel decoration, and
effigy design.
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It should be noted that some vessels used in the database could be reproductions made to
mimic their older counterparts. Notations were made in the Appendix for vessels that are
suspected of being imitations. The specimens in question, most of which are noted with the
Horner site in Phillips County, differ from the remainder of the collection in motifs as well as the
pigmentation. Because the nature of this research focused on photographs, authenticity could not
be verified without the artifacts in hand. Therefore all vessels, including the small number of
suspected reproductions, were used in the totals.
Vessel Shape
In the first stage of analysis, vessels were sorted by shape. Vessels shapes that appeared
in this collection fall into four categories: bottles, teapots, jars, and bowls (Figure 2). Distribution
of these types is discussed below.
Bottles, as defined by Steponaitis (1983), are vessels with two distinct sections, a body
and a neck (Figure 2a). In contrast to jars, which have a wider neck, bottles have a distinctively
narrow neck and rim compared to the body of the vessel. Phillips et al. (1951:158) classify the
body shape of a bottle as globular, subglobular, or carinated. While there are a number of
variations in this general type, most of the bottles examined in this research were of a similar
design. This particular design is described by Steponaitis as ‘narrow-neck bottle.’ The body of
the vessel is typically subglobular with a rounded base while the neck is tall and narrow
(1983:66). Some carinated examples were noted.
Additionally, there were three vessels that were further described as stirrup-necked
bottles. These bottles have a neck, which has been formed in two lobes to resemble a stirrup.
This type is chronologically significant and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter four and
five. Bottles are the most frequent vessel shape in the database with a total of 80.
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Figure 2. Examples of vessel shapes: a-bottle; b- teapot; c-jar; d-bowl.

Teapots are shaped precisely how the name implies, like a teapot (Figure 2b). Moore
(1911:404) discusses teapots in that they appear within eastern Arkansas and the surrounding
region. Phillips et al. (1951:172) list teapots as an eccentric form. The vessel body is
subglobular, similar to the body of the bottles. On most examples, there are two openings: one at
the top of the vessel and a spout along the side. In some cases, two spouts are present on opposite
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sides of the vessel and few examples exhibit a short narrow neck at the top of the vessel. Teapots
are the second most frequent vessel shape with a total of 37.
Jars are very similar to the above-described bottles, the only difference being diameter of
the vessel opening (Figure 2c). In the case of jars, the neck of the vessel is short, only making up
less than a third of the vessel’s overall height (Steponaitis 1983:69). Jars in the Mississippi
Valley are often decorated by incising or punctuating, with lugs or handles around the rim
(Phillips et al.1951:157). Jars are less common in this collection than bottles and teapots, 25 total
jars were noted.
Bowls are vessels with no neck (Figure 2d). For the most part, these vessels flare outward
from the base. Most examples have lips adorned with a lug in the shape of an effigy. For further
description, see lug and rim effigies below. Additionally, some bowls can exhibit a rectangular
shape (Phillips et al.1951:158). Bowls are the least common type encountered during this
research; only 15 were identified.
Vessel Decoration
Three elements comprise the decoration of the vessels used in this dataset: color,
decorative motifs, and effigies. Since this research focuses on painted vessels, they all contain at
least some painted element. Painting or color, decorative motifs, and effigies on vessels vary
from a simple filming of the exterior to elaborate polychrome effigy style vessels. The nature of
this variation will be discussed later in this thesis as it pertains to stylistic variation.
Color. A total of three colors were noted on vessels during this research: red, white, and
black. Red was the only color to appear unaccompanied. White and red appear in combination,
and black was used exclusively with red and white.
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When examining painted decoration on ceramics, type and variety is one method by
which designs can be sorted. The type-variety system was developed by Phillips, Ford, and
Griffin in their survey of the Lower Mississippi Alluvial Valley (1951). Type-variety is useful,
particularly looking at sherds as opposed to whole vessels (Phillips et al. 1951:65). Dye cautions
against the use of type-varieties in that this “methodology prevents analysis on the scale of
motifs and themes in ceramic art” (2011:104). As this research is concerned with whole vessels
as well as particular motifs, type-variety is not the primary means by which ceramics are
described.
Regardless of utility of type-variety in this research, it is still important to reference the
information as it appears frequently in corresponding literature. The painted techniques used on
these vessels are of the following types: Avenue Polychrome, Nodena Red and White, Larto
Red, and Carson Red on Buff (Walker 2004: 220). Phillips et al. (1951) first defined these types
and described the paste, surface finish, decoration, and vessel form. At the time of publication,
even the authors expressed their trepidation at these painted types, stating that they “…are
closely related, and it would take a great deal more information than we at present possess to
differentiate them areally (spatially) or chronologically” (Phillips el al 1951:134).
Recognizing color is significant because colors have symbolic meaning associated with
them. Red and white are often used concurrently, with red representative of warfare while white
is representative of peace (Hudson 1976). The dichotomy has also been interpreted as the Above
World and the Beneath World or light and dark (Lankford 1993).
Decorative motifs. Decorative motifs are the next variable by which vessels in this
collection were described. Motifs consist exclusively of painted elements of the vessel,
regardless of the vessel shape or effigy. Motifs noted in this collection are described by their
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appearance and include chevrons, color bands, festoons, filming, geometric designs, guilloches,
interlocking scrolls, leaf designs, oblong circles/panels, spades, spots, stripes (horizontal and
vertical), sun designs, swastikas, zigzags, and wavy lines.
As with colors, many of these designs can also possess temporal significance. Some of
these designs are traditionally considered good indicators of the Late Mississippian time period
and were likely carried over into the Protohistoric period (Morse and Morse 1983). As style and
temporal designation make up the research questions, this topic will be expounded upon in later
chapters.
Effigies. Effigies consist of a design intending to mimic something else. These encompass
a wide array of configurations that can replicate real life or depict something otherworldly.
Steponaitis (1983) classifies effigies under two designations: structural and lug and rim.
Structural effigies include vessels in which the entire structure of the vessel has been altered for
the sake of the design. Lug and rim effigies appear as designs, which have been added on to an
already existing vessel shape. The term lug and rim was adopted from the designs of effigies
added to the rims of bowls. In the case of my research, the term is expanded to include other
vessel shapes that have been treated in a similar manner. These vessels have had effigies added
to their exterior without compromising shape.
Effigy types noted in the collection include cat serpents, frogs, humans, deer, fish, mace
(diamond or septre), conehead, bat, and rabbit. Many of the effigies including frogs, deer, fish,
bat, and rabbit resemble their real life counterparts to a great degree and are therefore easy to
decipher. The cat serpent, mace, coneheads, and some of the human effigies are otherworldly in
nature and require some further descriptions.
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The cat serpent effigies most resemble a dog. In many cases, these vessels are structural
effigies that stand on four legs. On teapots, the tail acts as a spout. Mace effigies are all lug and
rim effigies consisting of a diamond shaped appendage with punctuations (Hathcock 1983). This
effigy is also called a diamond or septre, though its true meaning is still debatable. The conehead
effigies are also lug and rim. Although conehead effigies are used prior to the Late
Mississippian/ Protohistoric period, these are distinctive with their human like heads with a
crested plume (Lankford and Dye 2014). The human effigies are identifiable as human heads, but
some features have been exaggerated. The effigies noted above act as decorative embellishments,
but they also have cosmological meaning and serve important religious functions (Dye 2015b).
Assemblage Sorting
Once the vessels were categorized by the above-described criteria, the database was
filtered in order to determine how certain traits compare and contrast. As the vessel assemblage
is comprised of artifact photos, some data including measurements or temper were not
determinable. Therefore shape, motif, and effigy design comprise the variables used to sort the
database.
Initially, the vessels were sorted using a simple frequency in which vessel characteristics
were sorted as a factor of the entire assemblage count. Because the sample size is small, this
produced some helpful preliminary results and allowed for certain traits to be narrowed down to
more meaningful categories.
Invariability, vessel counts differ greatly among sites, therefore looking at one county or
site compared to another proved to be unproductive. To combat this discrepancy, the sites were
combined into their overall region or county to provide a better understanding of the area. Many
of the motifs and effigies are presented both on the site and county level, but the majority of the
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discussion will pertain to how Lee, Phillips, and Coahoma Counties compare or contrast. The
vessels were combined on an intra-county level to create a percentage. The percentage made a
cross county comparison easier. Sorting by county was useful as many of sites within a single
county date to a similar occupational period. This percentage has limits. It is useful for intracollection descriptions, but direct comparisons to outside collections not included in this research
should be avoided (McNutt 2005:220).
Once this analysis was completed, a measure known as the Coefficient of Dice was
calculated for decorative motifs. To perform this operation, the decorative motifs from every site
are compared to every other site to better determine which motifs are shared. The equation used
for such a measurement is as follows:
(2a)/(2a+b+c)
Where a is the number of motifs shared between the two sites, b is the number of motifs
identified only at the first site, and c is the number of motifs identified only at the second site.
This data will be presented in a table where in the correspondence between stylistic motifs can be
better displayed. Because of the large number of motif categories, this calculation was used to
better understand how stylistic motifs on one site directly compare to another.
With a classificatory scheme established, the following chapter will discuss how the
frequencies from each of the counties compare and contrast. In addition, the statistical
similarities among the sites will be addressed.
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Chapter 4
Results
To understand stylistic temporal changes in the dataset, it is important to first understand
the timeline of sites represented. Some of this data was briefly discussed in the Chapter three.
Previously identified dates for artifacts as well as radiocarbon dates have been consolidated in
Table 1 below.
Table 1. Artifact and Radiocarbon dates.

County/Site

a

Site
Number

Lee County b
Clay Hill

3LE11

Davis/ Sherman

3LE9

Grant

3LE15

Kent

3LE8

Soudan
Starkley/
Whitehall
Noel Carnes
Phillips County c
Avenue
Old Town
Horner
Coahoma County d
HumberMcWilliams

3PH20
3PH38

Artifact Description

Artifact
Date Range
1500-1600

3LE5
3LE17

Earliest occupation A.D. 1500; Clarksdale
bell, allegedly from a grave that included
a non-repoussé copper eagle; 14
endscrapers, 10 Nodena preforms, 8
Nodena points
Represents transitional period of
settlement dispersion; only large site
associated with Kent I subphase
Rounded-out by crimped sheet copper or
brass tube; 4 endscrapers, 5 Nodena
preforms, 5 Nodena points
"Shell beads and glass beads mingled"
were found in an aboriginal grave atop the
mound at Kent by; earliest occupation
1350
3 endscrapers, 3 Nodena preforms
1 Nodena point

3LE29

2 endscrapers, 2 Nodena points

1500-1600

3PH3

Chisel wrought from a pebble, possible
scraper
Armorel phase pottery
1 stirrup-necked bottle

1500-1600

Two burials had three thin brass strips in
association with them constituting two
artifacts; chert endscraper; 2 stirrupnecked bottles

1550-1650

22CO601

Radiocarbon dates in calendar years (House 1991)
Data from House (1991, 1993)
c
Data from Moore (1911)
d
Data from Brown (1978b, 2008)
b
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Radiocarbon
Dates a
A.D. 1685±70
A.D. 1640±120
A.D. 1480±50
A.D. 760±60

1350-1450
1500-1600
1350-1600

1500-1600
1500-1600

1500-1600
1500-1600

A.D. 1360±80
A.D. 1580±90
A.D. 13451380

Much of the chronological framework in Table 1 is derived from Mainfort (2006:181),
House (1991, 1993, 1997), and Brown (1978b). Their collective study areas represent a section
of the Mississippi Valley extending further north and south from the boundaries of this research.
Mainfort and House’s analyses were conducted on material from the Kent phase in Lee County,
while Brown’s analysis is largely centered in northwestern Mississippi. Because these analyses
examine a broad region, artifact trends could be better documented. This in turn provides a more
restrictive chronology, allowing researchers to better understand and identify certain horizon
markers such as those noted in Table 1.
Using the information outlined in Chapters two and three regarding the background and
vessel assemblage, it is possible to structure a general chronology for the study area.
Chronologically, Lee County represents the earliest region with large-scale occupation ending by
A.D. 1600 (House 1991). Following Lee is Phillips County, which lately overlaps with later Lee
County chronologies. Coahoma County falls last with a few possible Spanish goods as well as
chert scrapers and stirrup-necked bottles.
The extent to which these sites have been studied is highly variable. Much work has been
conducted in Coahoma and Lee Counties. Lee County provides the only radiocarbon dates from
Clay Hill and Kent (House 1991). Phillips County is lacking in contrast to Lee County. Much of
the vessel information is based on data collected more than a century ago. In addition, it has the
smallest representative sample of vessels. The missing information in this table is a prime
example of how analysis of whole vessels is useful. While previous research varies over the
regions, they all have an extensive collection of whole vessels in common. The following
sections will discuss the stylistic differences within and among the sites and counties.
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Vessel Shape
As discussed in Chapter three, bottles represent a majority of the vessels examined in this
research with a total of 80 (Table 2). Examining each county individually, bottles also remain in
the majority, and make up almost 50% of the vessels from each county. Bottles are noted on
eight of the eleven sites.
Table 2. Vessel shape totals by county and site.

Site
3LE11
3LE15
3LE17
3LE29
3LE5
3LE8
3LE9
Unknown Lee County
Lee County Total
3PH20
3PH3
3PH38
Phillips County Total
22CO601
Coahoma County Total
Grand Total

bottle
12
3
3
0
1
4
1
1
25
0
0
14
14
41
41
80

teapot
1
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
6
2
1
3
6
25
25
37

jar
4
2
0
0
1
3
0
1
11
1
0
0
1
13
13
25

bowl
1
4
2
0
0
0
0
1
8
0
1
1
2
4
4
14

Grand Total
18
11
6
1
2
8
1
3
50
3
2
18
23
83
83
156

Some bottle types considered eccentric were also noted within the bottle recovery. Two
bottles, one from Lee and one from Phillips County, were noted as having a tri-lobed base. Trilobed bottles were not recognized in Coahoma County. Additionally, three stirrup-necked bottles
were recognized. One of these bottles is noted in Phillips County and two are noted from
Coahoma County. No stirrup-necked bottles are found in Lee County.
Teapots rank second in the assemblage with a total of 38 vessels. This form is more
spatially diverse as it is represented on nine of the eleven sites in contrast to bottles with are
noted on only eight sites. The occurrence of teapots in each county provides an interesting ratio.
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In Lee County, teapots make up only 12.0% of the vessels. This percentage increases to 26.1% in
Phillips County and finally to 30.1% in Coahoma County.
Jars rank just behind teapots; a total of 25 jars are noted in the database. Jars appear to be
most common in Lee County where they represent 22.0% of the vessels. Jars are present on six
of the eleven sites. This vessels shape is relatively uncommon in Coahoma and Phillips Counties,
representing only 15.7% and 4.3% respectively.
Bowls are the least common vessel type with a total of 14. The highest percentage of
bowls appears in Lee County with 16.0%. In Phillips County, this vessel type makes up around
9.7% of the database. Bowls are least common in Coahoma County where they appear in only
4.8% of the collection.
Vessel Decoration
In terms of vessel decoration, three different aspects make up this grouping: color, motif,
and effigy. Each of these decorations includes a wide range of variables and will be discussed
individually.
Table 3. Vessel color totals by county and site.

Site
3LE11
3LE15
3LE17
3LE29
3LE5
3LE8
3LE9
Unknown Lee County
Lee County Total
3PH20
3PH3
3PH38
Phillips County Total
22CO601
Coahoma County Total
Grand Total

Red/White
9
3
1
1
1
5
0
2
22
2
2
6
10
34
34
66

Red/White/Black
6
4
3
0
1
3
1
1
19
1
0
10
11
33
33
63
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Red
3
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
2
2
16
16
27

Grand Total
18
11
6
1
2
8
1
3
50
3
2
18
23
84
84
157

Color. Vessel color was sorted into three general categories: red, red/white, and
red/white/black (Table 3). The frequencies of color are similar when examining Coahoma and
Lee Counties. In both cases, red/white combination slightly outnumbers red/white/black. Red by
itself is the least common on all three sites.
In Phillips County, the combination of red/white/black is more common than the
red/white combination. The lack of differentiation in percentage of color seems to indicate that
this trait alone is unlikely to provide any temporal information.
Table 4. Decorative motifs totals by county.

Decoration
stripe/horizontal
filmed
interlocking scroll
color bands
oblong circle
effigy outline
spotted
leaf
sun pattern
geometric
wavy line
festoon
stripe/vertical
chevrons
geometric/ stairs
guilloche
monster
spade
sun pattern/oblong circle
swastika
unknown
Grand Total

Lee

Phillips
10
8
8
4
7
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
50

5
2
4
3
3
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
23

Coahoma
13
16
12
10
6
9
5
4
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
83

Grand Total
28
26
24
17
16
10
7
5
5
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
156

Decorative Motifs. A total of 21 decorative motifs were recorded (Table 4). Painted
designs show a tremendous amount of variability. Eight of the decorative categories are noted on
only a single vessel. For this reason, vessel decoration as a singular trait is unlikely to be
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chronologically significant if examined in this manner. To supplement this data, a similarity
matrix based on the Coefficient of Dice is presented below.
Table 5. Coefficient of Dice matrix.

Decorative
motif
22CO601
3LE11
3LE15
3LE17
3LE8
3PH20
3PH38

22CO601
.40
.38
.42
.48
.24
.58

3LE11
.46
.60
.50
.25
.53

3LE15
.36
.15
.00
.38

3LE17
.40
.33
.62

3LE8
.50
.53

3PH20
.18

3PH38
-

Because of the Coefficient of Dice equation compares one site directly to another, all
sites with fewer than three vessels were eliminated from the table to provide a more accurate
representation of stylistic correlation (Table 5). The highest corrections appear in bold and
include 0.62 for 3LE17 and 3PH38; 0.60 for 3LE11 and 3LE17; and 0.58 for 3PH38 and
22CO601.
Table 6. Effigy type totals by county.

Effigy
structural total
bat
cat monster
deer
fish
frog
rabbit
lug and rim total
cat monster
conehead
mace
fish
frog
human
Grand Total

Lee
5
0
4
1
0
0
0
9
1
2
1
0
3
2
14

Phillips
5
0
2
0
1
2
0
5
2
0
1
1
0
1
10
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Coahoma
24
1
17
4
0
1
1
12
3
1
1
2
1
4
36

Grand Total
34
1
23
4
1
3
1
26
6
3
3
3
4
7
60

Effigies. Effigies were noted on 60 of the 157 vessels (Table 6). Unlike the previous two
decorative techniques where little distinction could be made among the counties, effigies show
more divisibility. When comparing the entire collection of effigies, the frequency of lug and rim
vessels on declines from 64.3 % in Lee County, to 50.0% in Phillips County, to 33.3% in
Coahoma County. In contrast, the frequency of structural effigies increases from 35.7%, to
50.0%, to 66.7 % from Lee County, Phillips County, and Coahoma County respectively.
Artifact Trends
Mainfort (2006:181) notes that the increase of teapots and stirrup-necked bottles is an
A.D. 1541-1600 horizon marker. When referring back to Table 2, it becomes evident that the
occurrence of teapots increases with time. This coincides with the previously established
timeframe for the sites, as Lee County sites are earlier and have the smallest percentage of
teapots while Coahoma County is later and has the highest percentage. In looking at these three
counties, it would not seem implausible to say that bowls also decrease in frequency over time.
Effigies appear to be the only element which when viewed alone, could suggest any
marked chronological change. Structural vessels increase in frequency through time, in that they
are present in Lee County, but increase substantially in Phillips County and Coahoma County.
The inverse can be said for lug and rim type vessels. This type is most common in Lee County,
but decreases in frequency in Phillips and Coahoma Counties (Table 6).
The stylistic analysis results describe how each region compares to one another in terms
of count as well as percentage. Chapter five will present the preliminary timeline and as well as
the spatial distribution that have been derived from this study.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The previous chapter presented the results of the stylistic analysis. Based on these
findings, a preliminary timeline and geographic distribution were developed. A discussion of the
timeline and distribution will comprise the first portion of this chapter. Ethnicity, community
coalescence, and ceramic phases will also be discussed as well as how they relate to the stylistic
analysis.
Preliminary Timeline and Spatial Distribution
When discussing Protohistoric ceramics, a timeline is vital to determine how motifs
change. Previous research has provided an occupational period for each of the counties. To refine
the timeline based on this analysis, Lee, Phillips, and Coahoma Counties will be discussed.
Specific ceramic characteristics are discussed as they relate to each of these geographic locations
and time periods.
For Lee County sites, this data suggests a time frame of 1500 to about 1550 based on
whole ceramic vessels. This generality excludes the Davis site, which has been previously dated
to the Kent I subphase. In Lee County, the high frequency of Nodena points as well as Spanish
artifacts indicates an occupation during the early part of the Protohistoric period. The whole
vessel analysis shows a low frequency of teapots as well as the absence of stirrup-necked bottles,
suggesting that Lee County occupation might have ended earlier than previously proposed.
Lee County shows the highest percentage of bowls as well as lug and rim effigies. In
terms of effigies, Protohistoric style conehead figures and frogs appear in higher frequencies than
in the other two counties. Oblong circles are a common decorative technique while festoons,
chevrons, guilloches, and swastikas appear only within this area. Based on this information, I
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propose that these stylistic elements are indicative of the Early Protohistoric period. Specifically,
red filmed lug and rim bowls with conehead effigies, red and white frog effigy jars, and vessels
with festoons, guilloches, or chevrons appear to be hallmarks of this Early Protohistoric period.
Phillips County is more challenging to place. The previous research in this location is
limited to older data. It might be attractive to place Phillips County in a similar chronological
sequence as Lee County because of their proximity and similarities between the Kent and Old
Town phases. I hesitate to place Phillips County concurrently with Lee County and suggest a
1550 to 1600 time frame. This timeline extends occupation slightly longer than Lee County. This
division is not part of Mainfort’s original timeline and encompasses a time frame overlapping
with what is suggested for the other two counties.
The whole vessel research shows a marked increase in the frequency of teapots as well as
the appearance of stirrup-necked bottles. Several stylistic types from Lee and Coahoma Counties
are present in the Phillips County collection, indicating its chronology is slightly more
ambiguous, overlapping with both regions. The Coefficient of Dice matrix (Table 5) shows a
strong correlation between Lee and Phillips Counties as well as Phillips and Coahoma Counties.
More vessel information is needed from Phillips County to narrow this chronology.
Coahoma County has the largest vessel collection and appears to have the latest
occupational period. Spanish artifacts including a Clarksdale bell and chert endscrapers are noted
in this county. Additionally, this whole vessel research shows an increase in the frequency of
teapots as well as stirrup-necked bottles. These are both hallmarks of a post 1541 occupation.
Based on this research, I would place the vessels from Coahoma County in a time frame ranging
from 1600 to 1650.
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Figure 3. Geographic depiction of stylistic trends.

In addition to the teapots and stirrup necked bottles, Coahoma County shows an increase
in the frequency of structural effigies, particularly cat monster and deer forms. There is an
increase in human head medallions on bottles, which are classified as lug and rim effigies.
Examining painted designs, spotted red and white designs become more frequent while stair and
spade designs are noted only within Coahoma County. Hallmarks of the later Protohistoric
period would include: red, white, and black color banded structural cat monster effigy teapots;
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red and white structural deer effigy teapots; red and white bottles with human head medallions;
and red and white bottles with stair and spade patterns (Table 7).
Table 7. Preliminary timeline of stylistic trends.

Coahoma

Time
Period
1600-1650

Phillips

1550-1600

Lee

1500-1550

County

Vessel Types

Motifs

Effigies

red, white, and black color
banded structural cat monster
effigy teapots; red and white
structural deer effigy teapots;
red and white bottles with
human head medallions
teapots and stirrup necked
bottles appear; high
frequency of bottles;
decrease in bowls

spots, stair step,
spade

cat monster and
deer forms;
human head
medallions

sun pattern, vertical
stripes

frog, fish, cat
monster

red filmed lug and rim bowls
with conehead effigies; red
and white frog effigy jars

oblong circles,
festoons, chevrons,
guilloches, swastikas

conehead, frogs

Based on this research, the best timeline for stylistic classification includes an Early
Protohistoric period comprised of vessels from Lee County and a Late Protohistoric period made
up of vessels like those from Coahoma County. It is probable that certain stylistic elements from
Phillips County represent the middle Protohistoric period as it overlaps heavily with both
regions, but this division not as well defined based on the dataset (Figure 3). Painted polychrome
vessel styles are best defined by Early and Late Protohistoric designations until a larger database
can be ascertained.
Ultimately, this stylistic timeline is less of a timeline and more of a continuum (Figure 4).
It should be noted that certain vessel types might be more common in the earlier part of the
Protohistoric, but it does not necessarily mean that they are absent in the latter period. Retention
of certain early styles could result from individuals embracing aspects of group identity lost
during possible coalescence and population movements. This topic will be discussed in the
following section.
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Figure 4. Timeline of stylistic trends.
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This dataset is comprised of previous collections of non-provenienced vessels and the
results presented in this chapter are a demonstration of its value. Using stylistic elements, it is
possible to determine a timeline – even just early and late – for Protohistoric period painted
vessels.
Ethnicity and Community Coalescence
With an established timeline, we turn the focus to the people who manufactured these
ceramics. Ethnicity and community coalescence are two discussions to benefit from my study
and timeline. Following this, will be a discussion of ceramic phases and how they relate to this
analysis.
Many questions arise in studies of ceramics in the LMV, particularly questions of
ethnicity. Who were the people living in the Mississippi Valley during the time these vessels
were produced? The question of ethnicity of Native American groups in the LMV has intrigued
archaeologists and anthropologists for years, particularly because the accounts of the Spanish
and French give us an unprecedented look into the past. A full overview of ethnicity could
encompass an entire chapter, but a brief discussion will be used here to lay the foundation for
community coalescence. Now that we know when certain motifs were prevalent, we can, with
some certainty, say whom these motifs are associated with.
Jeter (2002) presents a series of scenarios wherein different ethnically diverse groups
occupy particular areas of the LMV over time. These arguments are based on ethnohistoric,
linguistic, and archaeological data. All scenarios are hypothetical as only a few lines of evidence
link them, though some are more plausible than others. Arguably, all of the scenarios, like many
anthropological claims, could benefit from addition archaeological fieldwork. Jeter (1986)
suggests that the Quapaw were a very late addition into the LMV, migrating into an area made
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up of Tunican speakers. Hoffman (1990, 1993) has presented a similar argument in which the
enmity between Tunican speakers and the Quapaw was responsible for later population
movements. Research in neighboring Arkansas County has drawn further distinction between the
Quapaw as an archaeological phase and as a people (House 2013).
In the LMV, Protohistoric ceramics are often considered Tunican or Quapaw. Schambach
(1999) introduces a reinterpretation of Tunican speakers and Spiro in the LMV. The discussion
utilizes biological evidence of cranial deformation as well as interpretations of historical fur
trade accounts. According to Schambach, Spiro was established by a proto-Tunican group
around A.D. 1000. This group, referred to as the Tula at the time the Spanish entered the LMV in
1541, would later be called Tunican with the arrival of the French. Tunican speakers were
hesitant to confer with the French; therefore the archaeological record helps to bridge the gap
between Tunicans as the French recorded and the Tunica as they appear in the ethnographic
record (Dye 2015a)
During the Protohistoric period, we also begin to see greater variability in ceramic motifs
and an increase in the use of otherworldly motifs. If the focus shifts to examining the stylistic
variability within the latter part of the Protohistoric period, we have the opportunity to identify
possible multi-ethnic occupation. In looking at differences in similar designs, it can be possible
to begin to ask more complex questions about intrasite ethnic variability and community
coalescence.
Ethridge and Hudson (1998) first coined the term ‘coalescent society’ in order to better
describe historic Native American groups with “different cultures, societies, and languages”
(1998:40). The term has been used in discussion of historically documented Native American
groups in the southeast (Ethridge and Hudson 2002). Beck (2013) tackles coalescence in regards
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to the Catawba of the Carolina region. Instead of dwelling on the concept of the coalescent
society, Beck uses coalescence in terms of “a nation-making process” (2013:7). Despite this
cultural amalgamation, ceramic style can still reflect the cultural tradition even within a
community of potters hailing from different stylistic traditions (Regnier 2006:255).
In a discussion of coalescence, looking to research conducted in the Alabama River
drainage can shed further light on this tumultuous time period. Research conducted by Regnier
(2006) examined stylistic variability in ceramics showing that major changes took place after
European contact and that these styles represented “a new amalgamation of cultures in the wake
of the dissolution of even the most basic domestic structures wrought by population losses far
more dramatic than the political turmoil of the Late Mississippian era” (Regnier 2006:247).
The overall subject matter of the vessels used in this research indicated an increase in
styles associated with otherworldly creatures. In looking at the Alabama River region, Regnier
discusses the adoption of shared cosmological motifs as something that would resonate with the
entire community, particularly as it experienced high levels of prolonged stress (2014:131-132).
In the LMV, as in many other places in the south during the Protohistoric period, this stress
resulted from addition of Europeans to the area and a population decline (Jeter 2009).
By this logic, most of the vessels in this dataset are most likely associated with Tunican
speakers. Linguistic and archaeological evidence support Tunicans in the LMV during the
timeline outlined earlier in this chapter. This statement does not mean to imply that the
assemblage only represents a single ethnic identity. The data presented earlier focuses on the
assemblage macroscopically, particularly in terms of how three regions compare to one another.
Because of this, overall trends in style can overshadow some of the more subtle variability.
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Previous investigations by Thomas (1894) and Moore (1911) allude to these vessels
association with burial goods. Both researchers have noted that these kinds of painted vessels are
associated with bundle burials and single flexed burials. But in cases with whole vessels such as
this, these generalized descriptions of provenience can still be useful. Based on previous
information, it would not be a stretch to assume that many of the vessels in this database, even
those not excavated by Thomas and Moore, were associated with a burial in their original
context.
Looking at these vessels as burial goods allows us to revisit the concept of coalescence,
particularly in how it can be reflected in material culture. In this dataset, I argue the Late
Protohistoric vessels from Coahoma County are representative of a coalescent society. Many
stylistic motifs appear to be carried over from the earlier part of the Protohistoric period. The
movement of styles also follows the narratives of the Tunican people and the Quapaw as the
Tunicans are forced further south during the Protohistoric Dark Ages (Jeter 2009:372). It is
likely the Quapaw adopted many ceramic motifs from Tunican speakers, but that some ethnically
Tunican people retained their own traditions. This would account for the vessels from Early and
Late Protohistoric periods recovered in the same burial contexts in Coahoma County (Tesar
1976, Tesar and Fichtner 1974)
Ceramic Variation and Phases
The primary goal of this research was to examine the temporal aspect of ceramic stylistic
variation in the LMV and how it relates to the previously identified tribes. What was found was
that certain styles appear to change temporally; certain characteristics increase with time while
others decrease. Similar data was shown in Mainfort’s (2005) and House’s (1997) discussions of
the late Protohistoric period, but the conclusions of this research expand to encompass all
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polychrome decorated vessels, not just those elaborate vessel forms. Since we can see that
stylistic elements can be temporally significant, it is important to tie this information back to
what has previously been established in terms of ceramic variation and phases.
The concept of phases is touched on a number of times throughout this research, usually
as a tool to group sites that share similar traits. Phases in the LMV are largely dependent on
ceramic types since ceramics appear in abundance in this region. In many cases, these phases,
which began as groupings of similar pottery frequencies, represent analytical units that can
withstand statistical analysis (Mainfort 1999, 2003, 2005). Yet in other cases, this grouping can
bring about more questions instead of answers (Brown 2008).
These questions arise frequently in studies of Late Mississippian period ceramics,
particularly the painted/filmed decorations that have been the focus of this research. In their
classification of painted ceramics, Phillips et al. (1951) express a degree of caution in using
ceramic types as more information was needed to better classify them chronologically and
geographically (1951:134). Despite this caution, certain painted types are used to draw the
boundaries between phases. As an example, the frequency of Old Town Red is considered a
marker of the Kent phase. The distinctions between phases are less clear-cut than they appear.
Brown (2008) raises this point in a discussion of sites in Coahoma County. In looking at
decorated ceramics, there were obvious dissimilarities among four sites traditionally classified in
the same phase.
For this reason, as well as earlier concerns expressed about sherds versus whole vessels,
these types were not the main means by which these ceramics were classified. Despite the
omission of type-variety, phases still provide important information, particularly in how the sites
are grouped regionally. Recovery varied greatly among the sites used in this research. So the
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opportunity to pan out to look at information in a slightly larger context means that this data was
able to show how not only how style varies among Lee, Phillips, and Coahoma Counties, but
also how style varies among Kent, Old Town, and Parchman phases as well.
What most of these discussions boil down to is a lack of information about these sites and
to a larger extent, the phases. Much of the research that has been used to support this data comes
from surface collections or recoveries made years ago. This is not to discount the utility of
surface collections or older collections, as it would be discounting the value of the data set used
in this thesis. But it is necessary to present the idea that more research needs to be completed in
order to say something substantial about this area and time period. This is not a new concept, to
expand the corpus of archaeological knowledge; in fact it is the same argument that Brown uses
to conclude his research (2008). New fieldwork is not the only way to pursue this goal.
Reexamining previous studies, collections, and research has its value as well, as this research
shows.
Many new research avenues can be pursued in light of better temporal, spatial, and ethnic
understanding of material culture. These discussions present only a few possibilities that stylistic
analysis can provide. Because the research questions were laid out in chapter one, the above
discussions were tailored to contribute to these topics. Chapter six will return to these research
questions by summarizing the findings.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The final chapter of this analysis is the conclusions. The research topics presented in
Chapter one will be revisited below, including how the results and discussions correlate to these
topics. The chapter will close with avenues for future research as well as the final summary.
Protohistoric Material Culture and Timeline
The initial research question proposes the idea that certain ceramic styles are distinctive
of the Protohistoric period. What was determined in this research was that these ceramics were
present on sites dating throughout the Protohistoric period. Certain styles appear to be more or
less common temporally. But, because sites in Lee County tend to have a slightly earlier
classification (1500-1550), it is possible that some of these ceramic styles, particularly painted
bowls as well as lug and rim effigies, might date to slightly before the 1541 Protohistoric
beginning date. Because of this, not all of the styles identified in this research are strictly
Protohistoric.
The material culture of the Protohistoric period is represented by artifacts aside from
ceramics. Previous research has shown that other non-ceramic items such as thumbnail scrapers
and European trade goods appear on sites that also contain these whole polychrome vessels.
Some European artifacts such as indistinct fragments of brass from Humber-McWilliams are too
ambiguous to classify as either Spanish or French (Brown 2008:366). Diagnostic artifacts were
key to understanding the temporal placement of many of the sites. But it is also important to
observe that not all of the sites in this research contained evidence of non-ceramic Protohistoric
artifacts. More research is needed to better answer this question.
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By identifying and cataloging these ceramic styles, it is possible to create a timeline
based on the sites occupational period. Chapter four outlines the temporal designation of these
sites. Sites in Lee County, Arkansas appear to be associated with the earliest part of the
Protohistoric period from 1500 to 1550 and are largely Tunican. The site in Coahoma County,
Mississippi appear to be associated with the later part of the Protohistoric period, from about
1600 to 1650 and is likely representative of a coalescent society made up of at least some
ethnically Tunican people. The sites in Phillips County, Arkansas are less well defined than the
other two counties. For this reason, they occupy a slightly more ambiguous time between the
other two, 1550 to 1600.
While some classifications are more clear-cut than others, all of the vessels could be
classified according to a previously established site chronology. This in turn, provided a basis in
which certain ceramic vessel forms, painted styles, and effigies could be designated
chronologically.
According to this research, bowls are more common in earlier Protohistoric sites and
bottles are more common in later Protohistoric sites. In terms of effigies, lug and rim type
effigies are also more common in earlier Protohistoric sites. This is not surprising since most lug
and rim effigies appear on bowls. Structural type effigies appear to be more common in the later
Protohistoric sites.
In terms of painted decorations, oblong circles are more common in earlier sites while
spotted designs are more common in later sites. Designs such as festoons, chevrons, guilloches,
and swastikas appear only on earlier period sites in Lee County. Stair patterns and spades appear
only on the later period site in Coahoma County. Many of the other styles are common through
out the Early and Late Protohistoric period, such as stripes and swirls. The remaining designs
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vary at least somewhat through time, but this variance is less pronounced than earlier mentioned
decorations.
Future Research
A better understanding of the overall cultural atmosphere of the Protohistoric period in
the LMV is something future research can work to achieve. Limited studies such as this can
provide important timelines, but are constricted in terms of geography. Do ceramic styles from
neighboring counties reflect the same traditions? How similar or different are they? The potential
questions in this respect are only limited by the imagination of the researcher.
The previous discussion of ethnicity in the LMV raises some interesting questions about
further avenues of research using ceramic data. By expanding into a larger portion of the LMV to
yield a more comprehensive ceramic database, questions of ethnicity can be more accurately
addressed. Can ceramic styles support one of Jeter’s (2002) proposed scenarios in the LMV?
Additionally, the prospect of expanding ceramic research exists. This particular analysis
excludes all unpainted vessels. The addition of decorated unpainted vessels would further
accentuate the findings here. A similar set of questions could be applied to these unpainted
vessels while also comparing them to the results found here, particularly in terms of vessel
shape. A more refined chronology should be a consistent goal for all of the research discussed.
Future research should not be limited to the expansion of whole vessel research. A
number of stylistic elements including specific designs and effigies provide some chronological
significance. Because of this, the possibility of expanding this dataset into examining sherds
should not be discounted. This avenue of study can expand our Protohistoric knowledge into
other sites, most of which are abundant in sherds but lacking in whole vessels. Overall, the
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possibility of future research into stylistic analysis is limited only by the questions archaeologists
are willing to ask.
Conclusions
Ceramic studies and stylistic analysis have a long history in archaeology. They have been
descriptive as well as explanatory, and the above listed examples are only some of the studies
that make up those regions or time periods. Whatever the condition of the collection, they all
provide something meaningful to the archaeological record as long as we as archaeologists are
willing to ask appropriate questions. The vessels that comprise this thesis provide information
that can assist archaeologists in understanding the Protohistoric period to a greater degree.
Certain stylistics elements are heavily favored in the Early Protohistoric period and other styles
were abundant in the Late Protohistoric. This information helps archaeologists better understand
ethnicity and community coalescence of the entire LMV. Early Protohistoric motifs are related to
Tunican speakers while later Protohistoric motifs could be Tunican styles still retained as part of
the coalescent community.
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Appendix – Ceramic Table
Site Name

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

Effigy

Unknown

Lee

3LE_7.200_251.29

jar

RWB

interlocking
scroll

no

Unknown

Lee

3LE_95.11_2013.1323

bowl

RW

color bands

conehead

Unknown

Lee

3LE_112.8_2013.329

bottle

RW

leaf

no

Soudan

Lee

3LE5

3LE5.1_7.39_21.37

jar

RWB

sun pattern

no

Soudan
Kent
Kent
Kent
Kent

Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee

3LE5
3LE8
3LE8
3LE8
3LE8

3LE5.2_7.117_253.11
3LE8_75_607.35
3LE8.10_Moore _15.2811
3LE8.11_Moore _15.2912
3LE8.12_Moore _15.30

bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle

RW
RW
RWB
RWB
RWB

wavy line
stripe/horizontal
stripe/horizontal
oblong circle
oblong circle

no
no
no
no
no

Kent
Kent

Lee
Lee

3LE8
3LE8

3LE8.3_16.17_205.11
3LE8.4_22.21_592.26

jar
teapot

RW
RW

frog
deer

Kent

Lee

3LE8

3LE8.5_50.5_346.18

jar

RW

effigy outline
spotted
interlocking
scroll

Kent
Davis/Sherman
Clay Hill
Clay Hill
Clay Hill

Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee

3LE8
3LE9
3LE11
3LE11
3LE11

3LE8.6_50.52_346.17
3LE9.1_58.5_29.7
3LE11_63.1_Brown 2012.11
3LE11_63.2_Brown 2012.12
3LE11_63.3_Brown 2012.13

jar
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle

RW
RWB
RW
RW
RW

no
no
no
no
no

Clay Hill

Lee

3LE11

3LE11_63.4_Brown 2012.14

bottle

RW

Clay Hill

Lee

3LE11

3LE11_103_7373

bottle

RWB

wavy line
sun pattern
stripe/horizontal
stripe/horizontal
stripe/horizontal
interlocking
scroll
interlocking
scroll
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Effigy
type

Reference

lug and
rim
Hathcock 1983
Figure 205 Page
102
Hathcock 1988
Figure 263 Page
106; Hathcock
1983 Figure 196
Page 97
Hathcock 1988
Figure 259 Page
105
Moore 1911
Moore 1911
Moore 1911
lug and
rim
structural

no

no
cat
monster

Hathcock 1983
Figure 172 Page 91

lug and
rim

Site Name
Clay Hill
Clay Hill
Clay Hill

County
Lee
Lee
Lee

Site #
3LE11
3LE11
3LE11

Whole Photo #
3LE11_103_7380
3LE11.1_6.5425.2631_244.9
3LE11.2_6.5425.2635_243.2

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

jar

RW

interlocking
scroll

jar
bottle

R
RWB

Clay Hill
Clay Hill

Lee
Lee

3LE11
3LE11

3LE11.4_7.32_21.13
3LE11.6_16.9_8.15

bottle
jar

RW
RWB

Clay Hill

Lee

3LE11

3LE11.8_16.45_5.18

bottle

Clay Hill

Lee

3LE11

3LE11.9_16.16_5.22

Clay Hill
Clay Hill
Clay Hill

Lee
Lee
Lee

3LE11
3LE11
3LE11

Clay Hill

Lee

Clay Hill
Clay Hill

filmed
oblong circle

Effigy

Effigy
type

no
frog
no

lug and
rim

no
no

RWB

bottle

RW

swastika

no

3LE11.14_33.75_20.16
3LE11.14_33.83_20.24
3LE11.14_33.87_20.28

bottle
jar
bowl

RW
R
R

3LE11

3LE11.14_33.95_20.35

teapot

RW

stripe/horizontal
filmed
filmed
interlocking
scroll

no
no
no
cat
monster

Lee
Lee

3LE11
3LE11

3LE11.15_16.6_5.1
3LE11.36_75_607.33

bottle
bottle

RWB
RWB

stripe/horizontal
oblong circle

no
no

Grant

Lee

3LE15

3LE15_103_7483

bowl

R

filmed

human

Grant
Grant
Grant

Lee
Lee
Lee

3LE15
3LE15
3LE15

3LE15_112.9_2013.339
3LE15.1_50.3_346.2528
3LE15.2_58.3_5.28

teapot
jar
bottle

RWB
RWB
RWB

geometric
festoon
stripe/horizontal

no
no
no

Grant

Lee

3LE15

3LE15.3_58.7_29.11

bowl

RW

color bands

frog

lug and
rim

mace

lug and
rim

Lee

3LE15

3LE15.5_58.9_29.19

bowl
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R

filmed

Hathcock 1983
Figure 220 Page
110
Hathcock 1983
Figure 167 Page 89
(possible)

oblong circle
festoon
interlocking
scroll

Grant

Reference

Hathcock 1983
Figure 170 Page 90
Hathcock 1983
Figure 45 Page 52;
Figure 215 Page
107
Hathcock 1988
Figure 274 Page
109

no

structural
Hathcock 1983
Figure 151 Page 84
lug and
rim
Hathcock 1983
Figure 59 Page 57

Hathcock 1983
Figure 258 Page
125

Site Name

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

Effigy

Grant

Lee

3LE15

3LE15.6_58.11_29.30

teapot

R

filmed

cat
monster

Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Starkley,
Whitehall

Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee

3LE15
3LE15
3LE15
3LE15

3LE15.7_50.16_45.14
3LE15.9_72_347.27
3LE15.10_72.52_347.30
3LE15.17_15.5_1.27

bottle
bottle
jar
bowl

RW
RWB
RW
R

stripe/horizontal
stripe/horizontal
guilloche
chevrons

no
no
no
no

Lee

3LE17

3LE17_192.21

bowl

R

filmed

conehead

Lee

3LE17

3LE17.1_16.7_5.6

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

Lee

3LE17

3LE17.2_58.10_29.25

bowl

R

human

Lee

3LE17

3LE17.3_50.73_346.22

bottle

RWB

filmed
interlocking
scroll

Lee

3LE17

3LE17.4_58.2_5.27

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

Starkley,
Whitehall
Starkley,
Whitehall
Starkley,
Whitehall
Starkley,
Whitehall

Lee

3LE17

3LE17.5_58.12_29.33

teapot

RW

color bands

Noel Carnes

Lee

3LE29

3LE29.1_22.31_608.15

teapot

RW

color bands

Avenue

Phillips

3PH3

3PH3_Moore 1911 Plate 30

teapot

RW

color bands

Avenue

Phillips

3PH3

3PH3_Moore 1911 Plate 31

bowl

RW

color bands

cat
monster
cat
monster
cat
monster
cat
monster

Old Town

Phillips

3PH20

3PH20.1_7.43_250.12

teapot

RWB

interlocking
scroll

cat
monster

Old Town

Phillips

3PH20

3PH20.2_58.4_29.4

jar

RW

spotted

fish

RW

interlocking
scroll

Phillips

3PH20

3PH20.3_75_581.13

teapot
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structural

lug and
rim

Reference
Hathcock 1983
Figure 282 Page
133
Hathcock 1983
Figure 78 Page 62

lug and
rim

Hathcock 1983
Figure 3 Page 8
Hathcock 1983
Figure 164 Page
88; Hathcock 1983
Figure 3 Page 8
Hathcock 1983
Figure 3 Page 8

structural

Hathcock 1983
Figure 279 Page
132

no

Starkley,
Whitehall

Old Town

Effigy
type

fish

structural
structural
lug and
rim
structural
lug and
rim
structural

Moore 1911
Moore 1911
Hathcock 1983
Figure 293 Page
137
Hathcock 1983
Figure 277 Page
131

Horner

Phillips

3PH38

3PH38.1_7.202_250.24

Vessel
Type
bottle

Horner
Horner
Horner

Phillips
Phillips
Phillips

3PH38
3PH38
3PH38

3PH38.2_7.204_251.32
3PH38.4_7.224_250.10
3PH38.7_7.275_251.20

bottle
teapot
bottle

RWB
RW
RWB

Horner
Horner
Horner

Phillips
Phillips
Phillips

3PH38
3PH38
3PH38

3PH38.11_7.385_253.17
3PH38.13_7.421_253.3
3PH38.15_7.423_251.24

bowl
teapot
bottle

R
RW
RWB

Horner
Horner
Horner
Horner
Horner
Horner
Horner

Phillips
Phillips
Phillips
Phillips
Phillips
Phillips
Phillips

3PH38
3PH38
3PH38
3PH38
3PH38
3PH38
3PH38

3PH38.16_7.424_251.33
3PH38.17_7.425_251.26
3PH38.19_7.441_251.30
3PH38.20_7.442_251.31
3PH38.21_7.443_252.4
3PH38.22_7.444_252.15
3PH38.23_7.445_251.13

bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle
teapot

RWB
RWB
RW
RW
RWB
RW
RWB

Horner

Phillips

3PH38

3PH38.24_7.446_252.27

bottle

RWB

filmed
stripe/horizontal
sun pattern
sun
pattern/oblong
circle
stripe/horizontal
stripe/vertical
oblong circle
oblong circle
color bands
stripe/horizontal
interlocking
scroll

Horner
Horner

Phillips
Phillips

3PH38
3PH38

3PH38.25_7.447_251.21
3PH38.26_7.490_250.5

bottle
bottle

R
RWB

filmed
wavy line

no
cat
monster
no

Horner

Phillips

3PH38

3PH38.27_7.492_250.15

bottle

RW

oblong circle

human

interlocking
scroll

Site Name

HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Colors

Painted Design

RWB

sun pattern
interlocking
scroll
stripe/horizontal
stripe/horizontal

no

mace
no
frog

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.1_7.33_252.26

bottle

RWB

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.2_22.27_608.7

teapot

R

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.3_17.1_354.35

jar

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.4_17.2_45.24

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.5_17.3_45.27

Effigy

Reference

no
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
frog
no

lug and
rim
structural

structural

lug and
rim
lug and
rim
Hathcock 1988
Figure 256 Page
104

no
frog

RWB

filmed
interlocking
scroll

bottle

RWB

leaf

bowl

R

filmed

no
cat
monster

61

Effigy
type

structural

no
lug and
rim

Site Name
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

County

Site #

Coahoma

22CO601

Coahoma

22CO601

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

22CO601.6_17.5_45.33

jar

RWB

sun pattern

no

22CO601.8_17.8_67.9

bottle

R

filmed

deer?

Whole Photo #

cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.9_17.9_214.19

teapot

RWB

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.10_17.10_67.19

bottle

RW

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.11_17.11_67.22

teapot

RW

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.12_17.12_67.25

teapot

RW

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.13_17.13_354.25

bottle

RWB

color bands
interlocking
scroll
interlocking
scroll

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.14_17.14_67.32

jar

RW

geometric

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.15_17.15_67.36

bottle

R

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.16_17.16_354.23

bottle

RWB

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.18_17.7_352.3

bottle

RWB

filmed
geometric/
stairs
interlocking
scroll

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.32_17.46_352.35

jar

RWB

oblong circle

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.33_17.47_352.36

bottle

RWB

geometric

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.39_17.53_353.29

jar

R

filmed

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.47_17.61_354.6

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.48_17.62_354.9

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.50_17.64_354.29

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.51_17.65_354.32

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

62

effigy outline
interlocking
scroll

Effigy

no
cat
monster
cat
monster
no

no
no

Effigy
type

Reference

structural
structural

structural
structural

Hathcock 1988
Figure 385 Page
147

Site Name
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

22CO601.66_17.128_468.11

jar

R

filmed

no

22CO601

22CO601.68_17.131_468.15

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.74_17.137_468.28

jar

R

filmed

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.84_17.149_470.14

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.90_17.155_470.23

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Coahoma

22CO601

Coahoma

Effigy

cat
monster

Effigy
type

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.99_22.26_608.5

teapot

RW

effigy outline

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.100_7.158_253.7

bowl

R

filmed

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.101_7.189_214.37

bottle

RWB

effigy outline

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.102_7.192_215.18

teapot

RW

color bands

human
cat
monster
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.103_7.193_259.21

jar

RW

effigy outline

bat

structural

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.104_7.194_251.19

teapot

RW

spotted

deer

structural

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.105_7.196_252.5

bottle

RWB

leaf

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.106_7.197_252.19

bottle

RW

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.107_7.201.215.24

bottle

RW

stripe/vertical

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.108_7.203_251.7

bottle

RW

stripe/horizontal

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.109_7.211_258.21

teapot

RW

effigy outline

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.110_22.29_608.12

teapot

RW

color bands

no
cat
monster
cat
monster
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structural
lug and
rim
structural
structural

structural
structural

Reference

Hathcock 1988
Figure 5 Page 12:
1983 Figure 299
Page 140
Hathcock 1988
Figure 468 Page
175

Site Name
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

22CO601.111_7.213_259.7

teapot

RW

effigy outline

22CO601

22CO601.112_7.225_250.17

teapot

RW

color bands

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.113_7.229_251.3

teapot

RWB

stripe/horizontal

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.114_7.267_251.9

bottle

RW

effigy outline

no
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.115_7.271_258.32

jar

R

filmed

fish

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.116_7.272_252.32

teapot

RW

color bands

human

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.117_7.274_260.21

teapot

RW

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.118_7.281_250.21

teapot

RW

spotted
interlocking
scroll

deer
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.119_7.280_252.34

teapot

RW

color bands

human

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.120_7.418_250.25

bottle

RWB

spade

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.121_7.392_259.35

bottle

R

filmed

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.122_7.277_250.28

bottle

RW

color bands

fish
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.123_7.420_253.8

teapot

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.124_7.427_260.19

teapot

RW

spotted

deer

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.125_7.430_260.37

bottle

RW

color bands

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.126_7.436_251.1

bottle

RWB

effigy outline

frog
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.127_7.437_251.16

bottle

R

filmed

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.128_7.493_250.3

teapot

RW

spotted

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Coahoma

22CO601

Coahoma
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Effigy
cat
monster
cat
monster

rabbit
cat
monster

Effigy
type
structural
structural

structural
lug and
rim
lug and
rim
structural
structural
lug and
rim
lug and
rim
structural

structural
lug and
rim
lug and
rim
structural
structural

Reference

Site Name
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

22CO601.129_7.527_250.9

teapot

RW

interlocking
scroll

22CO601

22CO601.130_34.1_221.20

teapot

RW

color bands

cat
monster
cat
monster

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.131_72.56_347.1

bottle

RWB

spotted

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.132_72.57_358.30

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no
no

County

Site #

Whole Photo #

Coahoma

22CO601

Coahoma

Effigy

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.133_75_581.6

bottle

RWB

interlocking
scroll

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.134_75_607.28

bottle

RW

leaf

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.135_75_607.30

jar

RW

effigy outline

human
no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.137_22.25_608.2

teapot

RW

interlocking
scroll

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.141_22.34_608.21

teapot

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.142_22.36_608.23

bottle

RWB

stripe/horizontal

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.143_22.37_608.24

bottle

RWB

oblong circle

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.144_22.38_608.25

bottle

RWB

leaf

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.145_22.39_608.30

bottle

RWB

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.146_22.40_608.31

jar

RWB

oblong circle
interlocking
scroll

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.147_62.1_266.1

bottle

RW

stripe/horizontal

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.148_62.2_266.3

teapot

RW

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.149_62.3_266.5

bottle

RW

color bands
interlocking
scroll

no
cat
monster
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Effigy
type

Reference

structural
structural

Brown 1978b
(possible) 77/PLX/I/1-3
lug and
rim
Hathcock 1988
Figure 255 page
102 (possible)

no

no

Brown 1978b 77/PLX/II/32-34
lug and
rim

Site Name
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams
HumberMcWilliams

Vessel
Type

Colors

Painted Design

22CO601.150_62.4_266.6

teapot

RW

stripe/horizontal

no

22CO601

22CO601.151_62.5_266.5

bottle

RW

monster

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.152_62.6_266.14

bowl

R

filmed

conehead

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.153_62.7_266.16

bowl

R

filmed

mace

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.154_62.8_266.19

bottle

R

filmed

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.156_62.10_266.21

jar

R

filmed

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.158_62.12_266.24

jar

R

filmed

no

Coahoma

22CO601

22CO601.181_17.82_355.33

bottle

RWB

unknown

no

County

Site #

Coahoma

22CO601

Coahoma

Whole Photo #
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Effigy

Effigy
type

Reference
Brown 1978b 77/PLX/III/2-4
Brown 1978b 77/PLX/III/5-6

lug and
rim
lug and
rim

